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SClaim'sr' (cum-‘bier! 
The. invention "has reference ‘ to‘ stop: motions 

for-combers or1th‘e‘like“ ’ v ' > 

'Inrtheaoperation‘of‘the-comber the sliver after 
passingith'e: detachingxrolls'ipasses throughitlie 

5 panrandvtrumpet, andfthencerthrough arset'of 
calenderarolls‘ with ; delivery ‘on-toll a sliver ‘ plate‘: 
In'scasewthe delivery :of» the sliver through the 
calender-Tolls i'sv‘notinorinal, as'whenl theisliver 
becomes: reduced ‘infrweightj; the sliveriwilli; tend 
talacClil'hlllMe “inn-the‘ pan ,as :Ethe “machine icon» 
tinuesrtorrunmand irollier i lap: around :the -:de‘tach'< 
ingot.‘ ro1ls‘,:.;oausi'ng: " great 7' inconvenience, to“ say 
nothingj'ot loss'ir'of. 1' material.‘ Tli'eili'ght rlweight 
sliver; delivered. ‘- onto 1 theii sliver " plate will?‘ also 

15, have to bewdetachediand thrown ‘away. II‘ol'obVi-‘l 
ate these di?iculties it becomes; imperative ithat 

- the machine? be: automatically.‘ stoppedtimme 
diately‘ ‘ upon? ther.:running nofxanyf light 1 weight 7 

sliver through the: calender l‘rolls,‘ J and‘ thi's'xis‘ith'e 
essential purposeofitheinvention;i in otheriwords; 
to: provide. a: stop motion that will‘immedi‘ately; 
stop1theimachine=upon anyitendencyiof the sliver 
to run' through :the calender‘nrollsywhen' light in; 
weight." ' "i ; ' 

25' ' 1 Aswillfpresen‘tly be explained‘fthesinitiali miovéz 
ing-‘force for operatingthestop-mechanismfwherr 
the sliver .runsslight =in weight'fthroulghi tli'elical'i ' 
ender rollsfiis the dropping iof thextopfione-io? 
these rolls‘. . Inthisl connectionntherus'eio midi; 
nary smooth-faced? rolls ' cannot wellri'befemfa 
ployed for the followingsreasonzl Ini'the?i'stiplaeei 
the-‘top, roll‘ must restfupon the sliver asrit passes 
between‘; the. rolls. '1' ‘The tophroll‘iniu'st be Zone io? 
considerablei‘weight in order .toifget fsu?icientf friice‘ 

30' 

. 35‘. tional grip. upon the'sliver to “properly'i'dr’aw? it‘ 
throughzthe:trumpet‘ Ifithe tophrollvbdwi ‘con; 
siderable weight :iiti tends‘~ ‘ to! 1 flatten‘tth'ei sliver‘ 
thereby leaving‘- very » little ‘opportunity- ‘for tithe 
top roll‘ toxdrop insufficient amount to'positiv'ely“ 
actuate a- stop mechanism: jNotionlyitthi's :but if 
the sliver be ?attened by‘ the; topsrolllth‘e'result 

40: 

is ‘that the: sliverrwill':bescrusherribyiithe?actioni' 
of the rolls and will be delivered on to the-‘sliver 
plate :more1=orl-:less=?attenedioutfand s'comp'a'cted 
wheniitfsh‘ouldibe delivered on 'Eto thessliver iplat'ei 

aasoft ropeelikeibodyfas fluffy: asv-possible' but“ 
' so that ‘it will move alongr-thelsliver plate without 
breaking;v ' ‘ ‘ I ‘ ' ‘ 

' In consequences or 'tthese. conditions; axfurther: 
object oftthe invention; isttoz provide iaica‘lenden 
r011 construction : in which rconsiderablei {latitude 
inv drop will ‘be afforded; the :top : onesofi thescalJ-l 
ender :rolls : for; positivelysj'operatingr; the fstopsmo‘i‘ 

45, 

tion when: the sliver runs li’ghtfin: weightfbetweerr. 
55?‘ therroll'siyandusthis underrconditions: where the; 

topitroll is=resting witlritszfullweight'upon the 
sliver; at the same- time-‘providing; a construction 
iri'f. whichizthe : calender ‘rolls ‘ will‘ ?rmly‘ grip "the 
sliveriffo'r ‘ drawing'rit ithroughi the "trumpet, and 
will ‘deliver; the :' sliver onto“ thersliver' plate-‘in a 5 
propensoftiand:?uffystate; ' " 

Alfurthenobjectfofthe invention is to provide 
at stop? motion b‘y-which the machine will-be" 
stopped;shouldabnormal ‘conditions occur at "any 
oneiofaz-"seriesof points.‘ The comberl'is custom- 10v 
arilyprovidedr-‘with a:- numberi of heads; each‘ 
headnhaving its own ‘set of ‘ca-lenderrolls through ' 
whichaisliver is‘being'delivered. . Sometimes ‘the 
combers are"madewithrindependent sets of- heads 
oppositelyllarran'ged awitl'r'li‘nesof calenderv rolls 15‘ 
locatedyat opposite-‘sides For‘ i vtherrnachine; The 
object is torprovide a=~st0p motion which will be 
cQme‘s'OperatiVe- inricase’abnormali 5conditions ‘ 0c‘-v 
cur ats'any» one set“ of *calenderrolls however. re 
motelygtheyimawbellocatedin-the‘machine. V 

The‘ invention :can' best 'be seen and; understood 
bysreferencekvto ‘the :drawings where an- embodi 
ment thereo?-iis: shown; such portion of» the mag 
chinewonly ‘bEi-ngn'ShOWI-IuaS' isnecessary for »-a.‘ ' 
properiunderstandingwf the:= invention. ‘ 25 
Figurerl 'is‘fa?‘view‘ mainly imside- elevation of 

various(operatingmartsw ' , 

Fla ‘is awse‘ction'i 'on‘the iine2‘—2 of Fig.- 1. 
v ‘r I svaplarr of ‘a: detail-iv of "constructions 

‘ v ‘ea-cross isection Of-OIISvOf'IthG‘ setsnof 

calender:- rollswand i-zparts immediately adjacent 

2.0 

theretopandae > 

_5:>is'= a-‘rside elevation-inffragmentary part 
of one of the calender'rolls-s » 7 

‘ Referring;:tothedrawings: V 

r 1 :represents the frame: ofethei-machine-fase the 
parts. thereof toccur=~in~ theI-drawingss 2 are the 
detaching-grouse?) thelpani; 4 the >trumpets,'5 and 6‘ 
thecalender; rolls;;and~ -'7 thesliver-plate; 8'is the 
SliVCI'iL, . ' ' V ' 

As~='the sijlverrissuing f-rom‘the: trumpet passes 
betweensthercalender T011S3=th813013301l6= 5=of these 
rollsresting-uponthei sliver ‘will :be' elevated theree 
by lwitlrrelationi- to~the bottom roll; and‘ this » by 
thes’thickness wither: sliver;- Should the sliver 
lessenrirr weight; the top roll no longer being sup-r 
portedwbyeai-slivenof normalubody will dropand it 
iszthe?droppingmf thisiroll ads-previously ‘explained 
whiclrris“ availed ‘of as the initial-moving force for 
operating-the:stopmechanism; ‘ In-order that the 
top roll :under' such conditions r may have - a- : drop 
ampleeto; positivelwoperate the stop; mechanism 
and tomeetall other conditions as ‘previously re 
ferred-to;provision'is‘made as'follows: 
rlEaclrzofizthesicalender ,rolls is a; ?uted roll; ‘ its 
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2 
surface being provided with interdental spaces 10 
and between these spaces projections 11. The 
interdental spaces are much wider than the width 
of the projections and are made quite deep. They 
present rounding bottom faces 12 curved in cross 
section. The projections 11 present rounding 
ends 13 preferably of a curvature corresponding 
with the curvature presented by the bottom faces 
12 of the interdentalspaces. The sides of the 
projections are more or less flattened or even 
preferably slightly contracted with relation to 
their ends so that on bringing the rolls together 
with the projection on one roll centrally located’ 
within an adjacent interdental space on the other 
roll the sides of the projection will lie appreciably 
removed from the sides of the interdental space 
within which the projection is contained. The 
effect is that when the rolls are co-operating and 
the sliver is passing between the rolls the projec 
tions on one roll will enter and press the sliver into 
the interdental spaces on the other roll causing 
abrupt bends in the sliver passed between the 
rolls even though the sliver be of considerable 
body and weight thus enabling projections on the 
respective rolls to overlap and the body of the 
sliver to be gripped between the overlapping pro 
jections at a plurality of points. (See Fig. 5.) 
The top calender roll need only be of sufficient 
weight to cause the bends in the sliver. In conse 
quence even though thetop roll be a relatively 
light roll it will be driven by the bottom roll, 
requiring no positive drive of its own and the two 
rolls will secure a ?rm grip upon the sliver for 
drawing it through the trumpet. In this connec 
tion it is preferred that the ends of the projec 
tions be slightly widened with slight undercuts 
15 as these undercuts assist in getting a better 
grip on the sliver for drawing it through the 
trumpet. The bearing of the top roll against the 
sliver will at all times be over a relatively large 
surface or area and the abrupt bending of the 
sliver will also assist in the support of the top roll. 
In'consequence the sliver as it comes from the 
trumpet and passes between the rolls will notlbe 
?attened out but will remain' of considerable 
thickness when the sliver is running in ‘normal 
weight, with the advantage not only‘ that the 
sliver will be delivered onto the sliver plate in a 
soft and fluffy state but with the advantage also 
that the top roll will beheld so far elevated'by 
the sliver body that when the sliver becomes un 
duly diminished in weight the top roll will have 
ample distance to drop with relation to thebottom 
roll for operating the stop motion. - 1 

The bottom one of each set'of calender rolls is 
a driven roll mounted upon a ishaftrl? ‘which is 
turned through geared connections 17 in. the oper 
ation of the machine. hWhere a series of aligned 
sets of calender rolls are employed all the bottom 
rolls are mounted upon the one shaft 16 and 
turned by this shaft. The top one of each‘ set 
of calender rolls is mounted to turn upon a'-spin-' 
dle 18 the outer ends of which extend through 
the slotted ends of boxes 19 on'the frame of the 
machine. At one end the spindle is pivoted by a 
pin 20 to the slotted end of the box-within which 
it is contained. Arranged beneath the opposite 
end of the ‘spindle is the'turned end v21 of a ?nger 
22 ?xed to the arm 23. of a balanced lever 24 
pivoted at the point 25 to a bracket 26 on the 
frame of the machine. The top one of each set 
of calender rolls will be maintained in a normal. 
raised position with relation to its companion rollv 
by the sliver when running with full normal 

With the top roll thus 
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elevated and the lever 24 then occupying its nor 
mal balanced position, the turned end 21 of the 
?nger borne by the lever will occupy a position 
immediately beneath the end of the spindle so 
that when the roll drops, as it will drop on any 
tendency of the sliver to rub light in weight, the 
dropping roll will through the spindle and ?nger 
turn the lever so that the outer end 27 of its arm 
23 will be projected downwardly. 
Arranged beneath the sliver plate parallel 

therewith and extending in the longitudinal di 
rection thereof, is a movable rod 28 common to 
all the sets of calender rolls where a series of 
aligned set of rolls are employed. This rod ex 
tends through the bottom projecting ends 29 of 
the same brackets 26 as support the balanced 
levers, and the rod is arranged to be longitudi 
nally movable back and forth thereon. Borne by 
this rod are stops 30. These stops are preferably 
adjustably secured to the rod each by a pin 31 
extending through the slot 32 in the stop. The 
stops occupy a determinate relation to the ends 
27 of the arms 23 of the balanced levers in the 
sense that, when the levers are occupying their 
normal balanced position and the sliver is run 
ning with full normal weight through the calen 
der rolls, the ends 27 of the levers will not engage 
the stops as the rod 28 is moved longitudinally 
back and forth. In case, however, the end of any 
balanced lever drops, as it- will drop 'when the 
lever is turned by the operation of the ?nger when 
the sliver runs light in weight, then the end 27 
of the lever will engage the adjacent stop. Like 
action will prevail for all the balanced levers and 
associated stops where several aligned sets of 
calender rolls are employed. 
The rod 28 is longitudinally reciprocated dur 

ing the operation of. the machine by reciprocatory 
movement imparted to a rod 34 which in its nor 
mal position lies alongside the end of the rod 28 
parallel thereto. The rod 34 is provided at its 
inner end with an upturned forward extension 
35 bent to pass around a pin 36 on the side of 
the rod 28, and presenting an inclined inner edge 
37 in that portion thereof lying between the pin 
and the main body of the rod. With the rods 
28 and 34 thus connected, both rods will be moved 
back and forth as reciprocatory movement is 
imparted to the rod 34. If, however, the rod 28 
is stopped, as by engagement of the end 27 to ~ 
any of the balanced levers 24 with any of the 
stops 30 on the rod 28, with the rod 34 then con 
tinuing to reciprocate, thereupon the rod 34 will 
be lifted as the inclined edge 37 on the end of the 
rod ~34 rides over the pin on the rod 28. The rod 
34 ,is reciprocated during the operation of the 
machine by motion applied to a gear 38in mesh 
with'a gear 39 mounted upon a shaft 40. Fixed 
to the same shaft is a cam 41 arranged to turn 
within a collar 42 on the end of the rod 34. As 
the cam is turned by the operation of the gears 
reciprocatory movement will be imparted to the 
rod 34. 
Arranged above the rod 34, preferably at the 

top of the machine, is a shipper rod 45 for throw 
ing the power on or off. This rod is movable 
lengthwise within supports 46 connected with the 
frame of the machine. Associated with this rod 
and arranged in parallel relation thereto is a rod 
47, the two rods being connected by a link 48 
to be movable in unison. The rod 47 passes 
through a post 49 ?xed to the frame of the ma 
chine and arranged upon the rod 47 between the 
link 48 and the side of the post is a coiled spring 
50.‘ This spring normally, unless restrained, 
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», anism---interposédllbetweeni itiandfith 

throws ltheishipp'er 1rod~~ into-'-disengaging-position 
for shuttingloff thepoweryth‘e‘l'spring being-com; 
pressed Pas thetshipper rod 'reve'r‘s'elyern‘oved ‘into 
an» engagingposition lforltlfilrowiirigeoni-the power‘. 
The shipper irodei's maintai-nedlinianfengagingapost 
ticnr “and?th'eyspririgf EDI-under ‘compression tb‘yea 
latch‘ bar -'5_l secured- lb'yva‘a'pivot ~52f'to ntliet'end'iof 
the'lilnk‘ teams-111mm,;warmer-a notch‘i53 ar 
ranged to engage?an edge-<54éon'the-posti On 
releasing the latch bar from {engagement with the 
post lby‘ilift'inglthevendso? the ibar-g-‘thei shipperJb‘a-r 
will "be thrown‘iinto?a» disengaging‘ position Lfor 
shutting‘ offai’the ' power y thevcompr-essed- vspring‘ 
The; latch barfiis hliftedeforlreleasinga iti-bly- 1118011? 

grow-‘34,1 the 
latch bar beingali'fvt'ed as-thezro'diiie lifted: ITh'is 
mechanismcompris'esa shaft 555w nturnswitns 
inlh'angers 56ii‘on-ltheiiframeiofatlreimachinea ' The 
shaft=l55i4s h'oiiiaontally arranged to turn within 
a plane just above the horizontal plane occupied 
by the rod 34. At its outer end the shaft 55 
bears a crank 57 connecting with a rod 58 which 
extends upwardly through a guide 59 on the post 
49 and bears upon its top end above the guide a 
?nger 60 which normally occupies a position just 
beneath‘ the end of the latch bar 51. At its inner 
end the rod 55 bears a ?nger 61 angularly down 
turned with the end of the ?nger occupying a 
position just above the rod 34 when this rod'is 
occupying its normal position. The immediate 
effect of the mechanism is that when the rod 34 
is lifted its bearing against the ?nger 61 will op 
erate toturn the shaft 55 and this, through the 
crank 57, will lift the rod 58 to disengage the latch 
bar 51 from the post for shutting off the power. 
The general operation is as follows: It will be 

assumed that the shipper rod has been moved to 
an engaging position, being held by the latch 
bar 51, ‘and that the machine is in operation. In 
case the sliver should run light in weight through 
any one of the sets of calender rolls, thereupon 
the top roll of the particular set will drop. The 
dropping of this roll will, through the adjacent 
?nger ‘22 and balanced lever 23, operate to throw 
the outer end 27 of this lever into engagement 
with theradjacent stop 30 on the rod 28, stopping 
the movement of this rod which prior to such 
stoppage was reciprocating. The rod 34 will con— 
tinue to reciprocate and thereupon the rod 34 will 
be lifted by engagement of its inclined edge 3'7 
with the pin 36 on the rod 28. As the rod 34: is 
lifted, movement will be imparted through the 
connecting mechanism which'operates to raise the 
rod 58, thereby releasing the latch bar 51, where 
upon the compressed spring will throw the ship 
per rod into a disengaging position shutting off 
the power and stopping the machine. It will be 
observed that the machine is stopped immediately 
upon the sliver rumiing light in weight for any 
oneof the sets of calender rolls, and this before 
the sliver has an opportunity to accumulate in 
the pan lying ‘back of such set of rolls, and Ice 
fore the sliver of lessened weight has had op 
portunity to travel for any appreciable distance 
over the sliver plate. 
Having thus fully described my invention, I 

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent of 
the United States:-- ' V 

1. In a stop motion for combers and the like, 
the combination comprising a set of calender 
rolls through‘which the sliver passes, means for 
mounting the top roll whereby it will drop when 
the sliver runs light in weight between said rolls 

' and including in part a spindle for said top roll, 
a reciprocable member, means for reciprocating 

said member,‘ a) stopeborneviby Isaidv reciprocating 
member;a aelev'er = mounted to: normallyv occupy an 
out-go theeway»‘position-‘WithI relation to said 
step, ai?hgerbornelb'y saidleverrv-and having‘an 
en'd turnediitoextendibeneath ‘said spindle on; the 
topvroll'ihwhereby-th’e lever ewilllbe' turned to engage 
said step, on the dropping of said topv roll, mech 
anisnri-fori‘stopping the machine; and means 
whereby-saidfmechanisrn will be "operated ‘on- the 
stopp' glof-isaid'membe'rg ' 1 ' ' ' 

‘ 2*.‘ n] [stop tioni-‘for combers and the like,-a 
set)v oft'calender- rolls -»between - which the sliver 
passes; to; be fedibyI said ‘rolls; each -of said rolls 
having-arr exterior-surface provided with deep 
interdental spaces‘ ‘ with<= projections interposed 
between2 saidgs‘paces, ‘said spaces-being consider; 
ably-‘wider *th‘angsaidiprojections‘sothat on bring 
ingjjth‘e l-rolls'dn‘tofmesh with -a projectiongon 'one 
roll “centrally located-‘within an~adjacent inter 
dental space on the other roll the sides of the pro 
jection will lie appreciably removed from the 
sides of the interdental space within which'the 
projection is contained whereby abrupt bends will 
be formed in the sliver passed between the rolls 
thus enabling projections on said respective rolls ‘ 
to overlap and the body of the sliver to be gripped 
between said overlapping projections, and means 
for mounting one of said rolls whereby it will have 
relative movement to the other roll when the 
sliver between said rolls varies in weight. 

3. In a stop motion for combers and the like, a 
set of calender rolls between which the sliver 
passes to be fed by said rolls, each of said rolls 
having an ‘exterior surface provided with deep 
interdental spaces with projections interposed 
between said spaces, said spaces being consider 
ably wider than said projections and presenting 
rounding bottom faces, said projections present 
ing rounding ends with relatively ?attened sides 
so that on bringing the rolls into mesh with a 
projection on one roll centrally located within an 
adjacent interdental space on the other roll the 
sides of the projection will lie appreciably re 
moved from the sides of the interdental space 
within which the projection is contained whereby 
abrupt bends will‘be formed in the sliver passed 
between the'rolls thus enablingprojections on 
said respective rolls to overlap and the body of 
the sliver to be gripped between said overlapping 
projections and means for mounting one of said 
rolls whereby it will move relatively to the other 
roll when the sliver between said rolls varies in 
weight. 7 ‘ ' 

4. In a stop motion for combers and the like 
having mechanism for stopping the machine, a 
set of calender rolls between which the sliver 
passes to be fed by said rolls, each of said rolls 
having an exterior surface provided with deep 
interdental spaces with projections interposed 
between said spaces, said spaces being consider 
ably wider than said projections so that on bring 
ing. the rolls into mesh with a projection on one 
roll centrally located within an adjacent inter 
dental space on the other roll the sides of the 
projection will lie appreciably removed from the 
sides of the interdental space within which the 
projection is contained whereby abrupt bends will 
be formed in the sliver passed between the rolls 
thus enabling projections on said, respective rolls 
to overlapand the body of the sliver to be gripped 
between said overlapping projections, a spindle 
on which said top roll is mounted to turn, means 
for pivotally supporting said spindle at one end 
thereof whereby the top roll may move relatively 
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to the bottom roll when the sliver between said 
rolls varies in weight, and mechanism in operae 
tive engagement with the free end of said spindle 
and actuated thereby for operating said mecha 
nism for stopping the machine in‘response to rel 
ative movement of said rolls of a predetermined 
amount. ' 

5. In a stop motion for combers and the like 
having mechanism for stopping the machine, a 
set of calender rolls between which the sliver 
passes to be fed by said rolls, each of said rolls 
having an exterior surface provided with deep in 
terdental spaces with projections interposed be 
tween said spaces, said spaces being considerably 
wider than said projections and presenting 
rounding bottom faces, said projections present 
ing rounding ends with relatively ?attened sides 
so that on bringing the rolls into mesh with a 
projection on one roll centrally located within 

1,990,730 
anv adjacent interdental space on the other roll 
the sides of the projection will lie appreciably re 
moved from the sides of the interdental space 
within which the projection is contained whereby 
abrupt bends will be formed in the sliver passed 
between the rolls thus enabling projections on 
said respective rolls to overlap and the body of 
the sliver to be gripped between said overlap 
ping projections, a spindle on which said top roll 
is mounted to‘ turn, means for pivotally sup 
porting said spindle at one end thereof whereby 
the top roll may move relatively to the bottom 
roll when the sliver between said rolls varies in 
weight, and mechanism in operative engagement 
with-the free end of said spindle and actuated 
thereby for operating said mechanism for stop 
ping the machine in response to relative move 
ment of said rolls of-a predetermined amount. 

JOSEPH FOSSEL. 


